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Introduction 

SMB (Server Message Block) is the primary protocol used in Microsoft Windows systems for network 

storage access.  SMB Version 3.0 and above include support for data packet encryption of SMB 

network traffic, to help prevent packet-snooping and man-in-the-middle attacks that would compromise 

transmitted data.   

Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance OS 8.8 firmware release includes support for SMB 3.0 /3.1 encryption, 

either at a global level or at an individual share level.  Enabling SMB 3.0/3.1 encryption is 

recommended in any environment subject to hostile network access.   

This paper will demonstrate implementation of SMB encryption for SMB 3.0/3.1 shares resident on an 

Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance running firmware OS 8.8 or above.   

 

 Overview 

 Understanding SMB 3.0/3.1 encryption 

 Discussion of differences between SMB 3.0 and SMB 3.1 encryption 

 Implementation of SMB 3.0/3.1 encryption on Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance 

 Global setting 

 Share Level setting  

 Reject unencrypted access setting 

 General recommendations for SMB 3.0/3.1 encryption 

Note that the functions and features of Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance described in this white paper are 

applicable to Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance firmware release OS 8.8 and above. 
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Overview of Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance SMB Encryption Support 

Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance products support SMB versions from SMB 1 to SMB 3.1. Prior to SMB 3.0/3.1 

encryption, data read or written to SMB shares is sent in unencrypted, clear text network packets.  It is possible to 

use a packet sniffer or other network diagnostic tool to view and capture the data being sent between the SMB client 

and an Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance.  Choosing the SMB 3.0/3.1 encryption option scrambles the data being sent 

across the network using either AES -128-CCM or AES-128-GCM ciphers.  Using SMB 3.0/3.1 encryption is 

recommended in any environment subject to an external party capturing and examining the network traffic 

generated by SMB access.   

Understanding SMB 3.0/3.1 Encryption  

It is important to understand that SMB 3.0/3.1 encryption encrypts the network packets sent between the Windows 

SMB client and Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance, but SMB 3.0/3.1 encryption does *not* store the data in encrypted 

format on the share or in the Windows system.  For example, if the Windows SMB client using SMB 3.0/3.1 reads 

blocks of data from a share, and encryption is requested, the data is read from disk by the Oracle ZFS Storage 

Appliance controller, encrypted using the method and keys negotiated with the client, and sent to the client over the 

network in encrypted form.  When the data is received by the Windows SMB client, the client unencrypts the data 

before passing it to the requesting process running on Windows. If a process writes data to a share resident on 

Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance, and encryption is requested, the Windows SMB 3.0/3.1 client will encrypt the data 

using the negotiated method and keys, and send it to Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance in encrypted form, where the 

controller will unencrypt the data before storing it in the share. Data written to Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance using 

SMB 3.0/3.1 encryption is *not* encrypted when stored on disk, or when it is being manipulated by the requesting 

process on Windows. If the data written to Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance is desired to be encrypted at rest, then 

additional settings and actions are necessary.  Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance has multiple options for encrypting 

data at rest on disk, at the share, project and pool level.  Refer to the white paper “Best Practices for Deploying 

Encryption and Managing Its Keys on Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance” for more details about encrypting data at rest 

on Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance.    

SMB 1 introduced a security mechanism called signing.  SMB signing is not the same as SMB encryption.  SMB 

signing is technology designed to ensure that network packets are not tampered with while they are flowing between 

a client and an Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance. The data in the network packets is *not* encrypted by signing, and a 

packet sniffer can read clear text in the data transfer.  In contrast, SMB 3.0/3.1 encryption not only scrambles the 

data, but it also ensures that data is not tampered with in flight, so turning on general signing is not necessary when 

using SMB 3.0/3.1 encryption.   

SMB Client Support Levels 

SMB 1 and SMB 2 do not support encryption by the SMB protocol.  Support for encryption began with SMB 3.0, 

which first appeared in Windows 8 and Windows Server 2012.  SMB 3.1.1 support was introduced in Windows 10 

and Windows Server 2016.  Below is a table showing SMB client support levels on Windows OS. In this paper, we 

will only reference the major SMB version and release number, for example, SMB 3.0/3.1 rather than 3.02/3.1.1.  
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Table 1 - SMB Client Support Levels 

Client OS 

Windows 10 

Windows Server 
2016  

Windows 8.1 

Windows Server 
2012 R2 

Windows 8 

Windows Server 
2012 

Windows 7 

Windows Server 
2008 R2 

Windows 
Vista  

Windows 
Server 2008 

Previous  
versions 

SMB 
Version 

Negotiated 
with 

ZFSSA OS 
8.8+ 

firmware 

 

SMB 3.1.1 SMB 3.0.2 SMB 3.0 SMB 2.1 SMB 2.0.2 SMB 1.x 

 

 

 
Differences between SMB 3.0 and SMB 3.1 Encryption   

SMB 3.0 encryption always uses the AES-128-CCM cipher for encryption.  If negotiation between the SMB client 

and Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance results in the SMB 3.0 protocol being used, and encryption is requested, the 

AES-128-CCM cipher will be used to encrypt the data over the network.  If negotiation between the SMB client and 

Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance results in the SMB 3.1.1 protocol being used, and encryption is requested, the AES-

128-GCM cipher will be normally be used to encrypt the data over the network, but a client may specifically request 

that the AES-128-CCM cipher be used instead.  Both ciphers provide the same level of security, but calculating 

AES-128-GCM ciphers uses fewer compute resources, which should result in better performance.  No cipher 

selection needs to be made by the Windows user or the Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance administrator, the SMB 

protocol will automatically negotiate the best selection.    

Using SMB 3.0/3.1 Encryption Settings With Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance 

Whether encryption will be used for an SMB session between a Windows SMB client and Oracle ZFS Storage 

Appliance is determined by protocol negotiation, influenced by the SMB encryption settings on Oracle ZFS Storage 

Appliance.  Once the settings are made on Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance, the Windows user may use “Map 

Network Drive” as usual to connect to an SMB share.  The SMB client on Windows will handle setting up the session 

with proper encryption status with Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance.  It is possible to override the Windows client 

encryption settings by modifying the Windows registry, but that discussion is beyond the scope of this paper.   
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There are three settings on Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance that influence SMB encryption:   

 The SMB Service Configuration setting “Encrypt data access” – This is the global SMB encryption 

setting. The default setting is “False”.  When set to "True", the SMB server responds to the client to encrypt 

data on *all* new sessions. When set to “False”, the share level setting will determine whether encryption 

is requested.   

 The Share Property setting “Encrypt data access” – this is the share level SMB encryption setting. The 

default setting is “false”.  When set to "true", the SMB server responds to the client to encrypt new 

sessions on the specific share. When set to “False”, the global encryption setting will determine whether 

encryption is requested 

 The SMB Service Configuration setting “Reject unencrypted access” – this is the global reject 

unencrypted access setting.  The default setting is “true”.  When this setting is “true”, and encryption is 

requested either globally or at the share level, Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance will return 

ACCESS_DENIED for an unencrypted access attempt.  If the setting is “false”, then unencrypted access is 

allowed, even if encryption is specified at the global or share level on the ZFS Storage Appliance.  

The SMB encryption settings may be set through the Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance BUI, through the CLI, or 

through the REST interface.  This paper will illustrate using the BUI.   
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To access the SMB Service Configuration setting in the Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance BUI, login to the BUI and 

navigate to Configuration->Services->SMB.  The “Maximum supported version” dropdown should be set to 3.0 or 

3.1 to reflect the maximum level of support desired.  3.1 is recommended. Then, use the “Encrypt data access” and 

“Reject encrypted access” checkboxes to set the desired encryption state.  

 

 

Figure 1- SMB Service Configuration Settings 
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To access the share level encryption setting in the BUI, login and navigate to the share list for the pool and project in 

which the share resides, select the edit pencil for the desired share, and then click Protocols.  Scroll to the SMB 

section of the Protocols screen for the share to find the checkbox labeled “Encrypt data access”.  

 

Figure 2 - SMB share level protocol settings 

 

In this paper, “True” and “False” refer to the state of encryption property settings in Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance.  

On the Browser User Interface, a checkbox with a checkmark is “True”, a checkbox without a checkmark is “False”.   

Administrators should be very careful in setting the SMB encryption properties.  If access to all shares should be 

encrypted, then the global “Encrypt data access” property should be set to “True” and the “Reject unencrypted 

access should be set to “True”.  However, this requires that all clients be capable of SMB 3.0/3.1 encryption.  If there 

are clients that are not encryption capable, then it may be necessary to set encryption at the individual share level.  

Be aware that the “Reject unencrypted access” property affects all SMB shares on Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance.  

Setting this property to “False” to accommodate clients that are not encryption capable means that all shares are 

eligible for unencrypted access.  
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Table 2 - SMB encryption client access matrix 

Global Encrypt 

data access setting 

Share level Encrypt data 

access setting 

Reject unencrypted 

access setting 
Encryption and access 

False                       False                                                False                                       

         

All clients allowed, no encryption by any client     

False False True All clients allowed, no encryption by any client 

False                      True                                                False                                       

         

All clients allowed, Client >= 3.0 will encrypt share, Client < 3.0  

will not encrypt    

False True True Client < 3.0 ACCESS_DENIED, Client >= 3.0 will encrypt share 

True                       False                                                False                                       

         

All clients allowed, Client >= 3.0 will encrypt all shares, Client < 3.0  

will not encrypt         

True False True Client < 3.0 ACCESS_DENIED, Client >= 3.0 will encrypt all shares 

True                      True                                                False                                       

         

All clients allowed, Client >=3.0 will encrypt all shares, Client < 3.0 

will not encrypt 

True True True Client < 3.0 ACCESS_DENIED, Client >= 3.0 will encrypt all shares 
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Once the encryption settings on Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance are set to the desired values, users can establish SMB 

sessions as they normally would, using the “Map Network Drive” function, the “Net Use” command, or various 

PowerShell commands and functions. There are no encryption options or additional syntax on the Windows SMB 

client, all options are set on Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance and negotiation between the Windows SMB client and 

Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance determines whether encryption will be used.  This negotiation takes place when the 

SMB share is mapped to Windows.  If changes are made to the SMB encryption settings on Oracle ZFS Storage 

Appliance after a share has been mapped, the share must be disconnected and re-mapped to pick up the changes.   

After a drive has been mapped, the Get-SMBConnection Windows PowerShell command can be used to determine 

if the packets will be encrypted.   

 

Figure 3 - Get-SmbConnection PowerShell Command to Show Encryption Status 

 General SMB Encryption Recommendations 

Some planning is necessary before changing SMB Encryption settings.  The default settings with Firmware OS 8.8 

allow Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance to operate exactly as it did prior to firmware OS 8.8. With the default settings, 

there will be no SMB encryption.    

Administrators should be very careful in setting the SMB encryption properties.  If access to all shares should be 

encrypted, then the global “Encrypt data access” property should be set to “True” and the “Reject unencrypted 

access should be set to “True”.  However, this requires that all clients be capable of SMB 3.0/3.1 encryption.  If there 

are clients that are not encryption capable, then it may be necessary to set encryption at the individual share level.  

Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance can collect data by client for SMB 1, SMB 2 and SMB 3 access.  To determine what 

SMB levels are being used to access Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance, turn on Analytics for SMB, SMB2 and SMB3 
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operations per second broken down by client, and SMB, SMB2 and SMB3 operations per second broken down by 

share.  After a period of time, analysis can determine which individual shares are being accessed by specific down 

level clients. Below is an example of an Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance display showing a client accessing a share 

using SMB2.  This display can be “zoomed” out to display days, weeks, or months of access, so that an 

administrator can quickly determine whether non-encryption capable clients are accessing the Oracle ZFS Storage 

Appliance SMB shares.   

 

    

Figure 4 – Example Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance Analytics display showing SMB2 by client and by share 

 

Depending on the intensity of access, the system resources available to Windows, the model of Oracle ZFS Storage 

Appliance, and whether encryption is being done by SMB 3.0 or SMB 3.1, there may be performance implications to 

enabling SMB encryption.  There will be additional CPU resources consumed both on the Windows server and on 

Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance when SMB encryption is enabled.  Users are encouraged to experiment and 

measure potential performance impacts before generally enabling SMB encryption in their environment.   
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Conclusion 

Accesses to SMB shares without using SMB 3 encryption result in unencrypted, easily readable data packets being 

sent over the network.  If there is any possibility of undesired packet examination on the network, SMB 3.0/3.1 

encryption is recommended.  Implementing SMB encryption requires determining whether the clients accessing the 

shares are encryption capable, and Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance Analytics allow the administrator to determine 

which clients and shares may not be encryption ready.  Analytics also help measure any potential performance 

impacts resulting from SMB 3.0/3.1 encryption.   
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Appendix A: References 

» Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance product information: 

http://www.oracle.com/us/products/servers-storage/storage/nas/overview/index.html 

» Recommended related Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance white papers in http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/server-

storage/sun-unified-storage/documentation/index.html white paper repository. 

» SMB 2.0 Update for the Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance 

» Integrating Microsoft Servers and the Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance 

 

» Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance documentation library, including installation, analytics, customer service, and 

administration guides: http://docs.oracle.com/en/storage/ 
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